KEY PROGRAMMING ACCESSORIES

XP400PRO
Advanced All-in-One Key Programmer
- Expanded EEPROM functions for more component access
- 170+ types Odometer component reading functions
- 180+ Immobilizer ECU component types
- 40+ Engine ECU component types
- 2000+ MCU component types
- 440+ EEPROM component types
- Compatible with IM508 and IM608
- Includes 1-Year Warranty
- Free Software Updates for life of tool

IMKPA
Expanded Key Programming Accessories
- Supports over 10 key unlock types
- BMW EWS3 key learning
- Benz NEC key learning
- Benz ESL_W209 read/write/erase
- Compatible with IM508 and IM608 (XP400Pro required)
- Includes 1-Year warranty
G-BOX2
Key Programming Adapter for Mercedes and BMW
- Faster password calculation for Benz All Key Lost
- 8X times faster password calculation for W172, W204, W207
- 4X times faster password calculation for W209, W211
- No more repeated insertions and removals of IR simulator for 10 types of EIS
- Passport reading for 9 type EIS when all keys lost on vehicle
- BMW DME/DDE ISN reading for 20 types (EDC17, MEVD17, MSV90, MSD87, etc)
- VAG ECM IMMO data reading & data synchronization for 18 types (MQB EDC17, MED17, etc)
- XP400 may be required for certain functions

APB112 Smart Key Emulator
- Smart key emulator
- Compatible with IM50B, IM608 & IM608 Pro
- Compatible with XP400 for 4D transponder functions
- 46, 4D data collection
- Smart key password calculation (Hyundai/Kia 46)
- 46 chip simulation
- Toyota 4D (94/D4, 98) smart key emulation
- Toyota H (88/A8, A9, 39) smart key emulation
- Collects data from ignition coil
- Identify ignition coil troubles
- Decode vehicle key chip data
- Simulate vehicle key chip (ex - 4D chip)
- Must be used with an Autel diagnostic tool
- Toyota/Lexus smart key all key lost
- Chip decoding (Hyundai 46)